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Greenlight Canada
A LED Retrofit company with a Unique 

model focused on maximising your savings

There are 1OOOs of buildings in Metro Vancouver that could each 
be saving many $1OOO per year by switching to LED lighting. Saving 
electricity directly helps the environment and will help Vancouver meet 
its goal of being the greenest city in the world by 2O2O. 

Significant savings in both energy and long-term maintenance are waiting 
to be diverted from inefficient lighting costs. Greenlight Canada can help 
you realize these savings while you stay cash positive from Day 1.

Get a free project quote and energy savings report from Greenlight 
today, and let your new LED lights pay for themselves.
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Who We are
Greenlight Canada is a LED retrofit company focused on multi-story 
apartment buildings, film studios, and other commercial and industrial 
properties in the Metro Vancouver area. We have a unique business 
model that is focused on changing your lights as quickly and affordably 
as possible, so you can start seeing savings immediately. Our upgrades 
minimize refixturing, saving waste, expense, and disruption.

WhY We are
Energy prices are increasing in Vancouver and across Canada. LED 
lights are extremely energy efficient, using up to 85% less energy than 
other types of lighting. This means LEDs will significantly reduce your 
electricity bill. For large  commercial properties, these savings can easily 
exceed tens of thousands of dollars per year.

The capital costs of LED upgrades can be prohibitive for buildings to 
pay up-front, so they never get completed despite enormous potential 
long-term savings. This is why we offer our Pay-As-You-Save (PAYS) 
payment option so that your LEDs can pay for themselves.
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WHAT WE DO
Making the change to LEDs can have a very initial cost, although massive 
savings are recouped over time. That’s where we come in.

Greenlight Canada makes upgrading to LED lighting easy by offering 
optional financing the cost of bulbs and installation. On our PAYS plan, our 
clients pay only a monthly fee for a fixed term¹, with no money down. Our 
monthly fee will always be less than your monthly savings. Even after our 
fee, our clients can save hundreds of dollars each and every month.

Alternatively, our clients can choose to pay for their upgrade in one easy 
payment, and keep more of the long term savings for themselves.

We cover everything from dealing directly with bulb manufacturers, to 
the energy audit, to the bulb installation, and warranty and support for 
the bulbs. We eliminate all unnecessary costs to ensure you see the most 
savings possible.

See our process on the next page to better understand how Greenlight 
Canada can deliver you a free project quote and energy savings report.

¹ This fixed term is typically 36 months. Please see our terms and conditions online at 
greenlightcan.ca/terms-and-conditions

² Building qualifications apply for a free survey. Please see our terms and conditions online.
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How We Do it

Buildings with underground 
parking lots or multi-story 
common hallways are perfect 
candidates for an LED upgrade.

STEP 1:
IDENTIFY OPPOURTUNITY

We use a wattmeter to physically 
test each type of bulb and its 
LED replacement to get a precise 
understanding of the energy 
consumption and savings.

STEP 3:
CALCULATE SAVINGS

Our team of installers handle 
installation from start to finish, 
using the services of a certified 
electrician where needed. We 
recycle all the bulbs we remove.

STEP 5:
INSTALLATION

In order to know how much 
energy (and money) savings an 
LED upgrade will provide, we 
conduct a thorough survey and 
provide a quote free of cost.²

STEP 2:
NO-OBLIGATION SURVEY

Greenlight can provide 
fincancing with a PAYS plan. Our 
monthly fee is always less than 
the cost of energy you’ll save 
per month.¹

STEP 4:
DEFINE CONTRACT

We facilitate the manufacturers’ 
warranty on all our bulbs, and 
provide replacement bulbs free 
of charge within their warranty 
period.

STEP 6:
SUPPORT



Would you like to know more?

Visit our website for more information 
about who we are and what we do.

www.greenlightcan.ca

 @greenlightcanada

Or To Schedule A Free, No Obligation 
Survey for a project Quote

email Julia at julia@greenlightcan.ca


